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Addressing the complexities that lie in the in-
between spaces, my work negotiates the tensions
between structure and fluidity, systems and chaos,
movement and transformation, perception and
reality. Through my art, I explore this interstitial
world and illustrate the magic that it holds for me.
My ultimate hope is that these feelings of wonder
and discovery transmit to my audiences who,
through their unique perceptions, become part of
the work themselves. 

ARTIST STATEMENT



Private Residences 
Hospitals
Public Art Spaces
Airports
Corporate Offices
Hotels 
Universities 

Melissa is eager to hear more about your
unique project and looks forward to

working with you! 

PREVIOUS PROJECT SITES
 



Conversations with Melissa about client's vision
On site visits with Melissa 
Initial 2d and/or 3d sketches of artwork with
opportunity for client feedback
Material and color samples provided as needed

Melissa values collaboration with clients and begins her
design process through conversation, spending time in
the physical installation space, and conducting material
and thematic research.

What clients can expect at this phase:

COLLABORATIVE
CONCEPTUALIZATION
PHASE
Imagining Together 

3D scale model of Vitesse in progress



Creation of scale models as needed 
Hardware design
Artist conversations with teams of engineers and
additional designers as needed 

 At this stage Melissa begins designing fabrication
hardware, ensuring designs meet space regulations, and
collaborates with teams of engineer experts as necessary.
Often, Melissa will create iterative design models at this
stage to fully visualize and understand the material
idiosyncrasies of the artwork. 

What clients can expect at this phase:

TECHNICAL DESIGN PHASE
Engineering the Artwork 

Digital rendering of Topograph scale model



Updates from the studio on artwork progress

Melissa maintains constant communication with clients to
share progress and  project updates from the studio. As
Melissa and her clients reach a final design decision
Melissa begins executing the artwork to the specifications
agreed. 

What clients can expect at this phase:

ARTWORK PRODUCTION
PHASE
Creating Your Perfect Piece 

Constructing Tessellation Constellation in the studio



Installation plan created
Artist coordinates and communicates with shipment and
installation team
Timely shipment and updates for client with expected delivery
Installation of artwork by professional installer or Melissa 

Melissa ships projects all over the country and is skilled at
creating install plans that provide all the materials and
information necessary for a professional installers to bring the
work to completion. Melissa will travel to the site for large scale
installations

What clients can expect at this phase:

FINISHING TOUCHES:
SHIPPING AND
INSTALLATION
Bringing the Artwork to Your Space

Install team at work on Rising Sun



CONTACT 
THE STUDIO projects@melissaborrell.com

Email address

512-387-4515

Phone number
melissaborrell.com

Website


